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486
During the Dakota War of 1862, human rights violations were perpetrated against Dakota men, women, and children. In the winter at the end of the War, the largest mass execution in the history of the United States occurred when thirty-eight Dakota men were hung. Wintertime has continued on for the Sisseton-Wahpeton following the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862. In the aftermath of the War, the Sisseton-Wahpeton Dakota peoples responded in various ways and, as a result of the War, scattered to the four directions. The quality of life for the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate (SWO) continues to be far below the level enjoyed by the majority of citizens in the United States. The government of the SWO is under the plenary authority of the U.S. Congress according to the U.S. Supreme Court. The human rights of cultural and economic self-determination, recognition of the ownership of a permanent homeland, and freedom to live in peaceful integrity have all been denied to the Sisseton-Wahpeton Dakota by the U.S. government and its component state governments.

I. THE NEED TO ADDRESS ONGOING HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

This article will discuss the human rights violations perpetrated against the Sisseton-Wahpeton Dakota peoples leading up to the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862, during the War, and in the aftermath of the War continuing to the present day. In discussing these human rights violations, the role of the U.S. government and its component state governments as perpetrators of abuses on the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples will be examined. Racial hatred by White U.S. citizens and officials will be examined as a primary

motivation for the human rights abuses experienced by the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples. Finally, the article will present the human rights outlined in the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN DRIP) as the proper standards to be accorded to the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate and its people. With the realization of the human rights outlined in the UN DRIP, the future for the SWO would be significantly brightened, as when spring arrives after a long winter.

Over time, the citizens of nation-states around the world have broadened their vision of human rights and developed a greater sense of compassion towards Indigenous peoples. This evolution in the recognition of collective human rights was embodied in the 2007 UN DRIP. After centuries of colonization and exploitation of Indigenous peoples, the world community has begun to rethink treatment towards Indigenous populations.

This article will bring these standards to bear on the relationship between the U.S. government and the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate. By comparing the historical and contemporary treatment of the SWO under U.S. law to the UN DRIP’s standards, the need to reconcile historical and contemporary injustices will be highlighted. This reconciliation requires a more compassionate, mature, and wise application of human rights protections to the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples in the aftermath of the U.S.-Dakota War.

II. HISTORICAL INTERACTION WITH THE WHITES FROM TRADING POSTS TO U.S. TREATIES

The Sisseton and Wahpeton are part of the Oceti Sakowin, or Seven Council Fires. The Seven Council Fires are composed of the Dakota-, Lakota-, and Nakota-speaking peoples. The Council Fires are formed from four that are Dakota—Sissetonwan, Wahpetonwan, Wahpekute, and Mdewakantonwan; two that are Nakota—Ihanktonwan (Yankton) and Ihanktowana (Little Yankton); and one that is Lakota—Tetonwan.2 The name Sissetonwan is derived from the people who live near the fish or fish scales. The name refers to the mounds of fish scales that were seen upon the edge of the villages due to the large numbers of fish eaten by the people. Wahpetonwan

refers to the people who live among the trees and leaves, or forest-dwellers. Collectively, the Dakota peoples are known as the Isanyati, or dwellers at Knife Lake, which was further shortened to simply Santee in most historical records.\(^3\) The Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate is the joining of two Dakota council fires into one government, eventually located on the Lake Traverse Reservation in present-day northeastern South Dakota and extending partially into present-day North Dakota.\(^4\)

Over a vast area of abundant land, the Dakota lived in villages, usually along lakes and rivers as water resources were heavily relied upon. As late as 1776, the Dakota lands were extensive and described to extend over millions of resource-rich acres.

Reckoning from the independence of the United States in 1776, the Dakotas appear to have owned and possessed the country from the Falls of the Chippewa River down that stream to its mouth, thence down the Mississippi to about the north line of Iowa, thence across the northern part of Iowa to the mouth of the Sioux River, thence up the Missouri River to the Niobrara and west from there along the Niobrara and the Platte to the Black Hills. Beginning again at the falls of the Chippewa the north line of the Dakotas’ territory ran in a generally north of west direction, passing about thirty miles north of St. Anthony Falls and striking the Red River of the North at the mouth of the Sheyenne, thence up the Sheyenne to Devils Lake, thence in a line to the Missouri at the mouth of Heart River, thence up the Heart and across to the Little Missouri and up this stream through the Black Hills to the Platte. This embraced all of South Dakota, more than half of Minnesota, a large portion of North Dakota and portions of Wisconsin and Iowa, a goodly heritage, such as no other tribe of Indians upon the continent was ever able to claim and by prowess make the claim good.\(^5\)

Kinship trade networks stretched along the Great Plains with gatherings in the summers to renew relations with other Dakota/Lakota/Nakota peoples or those of other Tribes. Additionally, the Dakota were known to travel “anywhere from

---

3. Id.
4. Id. at 72.
Hudson’s Bay to the Gulf of Mexico and between the Alleghenies and the Rockies.\textsuperscript{6} Into this network, the French were the first Whites to enter these Dakota lands.

A. Dakota Commerce with French and British Trading Posts

Throughout the relations with the Europeans who came to Dakota lands, rivalries among the newcomers required political maneuvering on the part of tribal leadership to manage commerce, alliances, and territorial boundaries. As early as the 1660s, French missionaries and traders had received assistance and entered into friendly relations with the Dakota in the region now known as the Great Lakes.\textsuperscript{7} French-Canadians set up trading posts to engage in the fur trade with varying success up until the 1760s when the British became dominant. As the French and British trading posts spread into the lands of the Dakota, liquor soon followed.

The trader had a tremendous influence on the Dakota way of life. The Indians gradually became very dependent on such articles as blankets, steel knives, iron pots and many other articles of necessity. The firearm was probably the most desired product that the Indians could obtain from the trader. With this fantastic weapon, they could obtain many more skins and exchange these for desired products. Another new product for the Dakota was liquor. The traders made it available throughout the entire trading era. An act was passed that forbade this practice, but plenty of alcohol was smuggled into Dakota country and traded for valuable furs.\textsuperscript{8}

The French and British continued their imperialistic aims in North America, seeking alliances with the Dakota in their ongoing war against each other. Eventually, the British overcame the French and asserted authority. Heavily in debt, the British taxed the east coast colonies and sought raw materials to bolster the British government. In addition to the British taxes, colonists resented the Royal Proclamation of 1763 upholding the land rights of Tribal Nations west of the Appalachian Mountains and requiring colonial land speculators to seek permission from the British

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{6} Id.  \\ \textsuperscript{7} See Roy W. Meyer, History of the Santee Sioux: United States Indian Policy on Trial 5 (1967).  \\ \textsuperscript{8} Black Thunder et al., supra note 2, at 14.}
Crown prior to purchasing tribal lands. Eventually, the resentment of the colonies led to a revolution against the British. In the aftermath, the United States of America was formed on North American soil with the U.S. Constitution adopted on June 21, 1788, when the ninth state, New Hampshire, ratified it.

B. U.S. Treaties with the Dakota Peoples in 1805, 1825, 1830, 1836, and 1837

Unbeknownst to the Dakota on April 30, 1803, the country of France sold its interest in a vast area of land in central North America to the United States in a transaction commonly called the Louisiana Purchase. The lands of the Dakota were included in the area purportedly sold to the United States. Following the Louisiana Purchase, the United States commissioned Lieutenant Zebulon Pike to report on the possible headwaters of the Mississippi River and to begin establishing forts in Dakota lands.

The U.S. government followed the British practice of entering into treaties and agreements with Tribal Nations to legitimize land transactions providing for expansion from the eastern seaboard westward. The first treaty negotiated by Pike with the Dakota was in 1805 for a nine-mile square tract to build Fort Snelling. The payment provision for this first land transaction was left blank and filled in three years later, when the U.S. Senate ratified the agreement with the payment as: “two thousand dollars, or deliver the value thereof in such goods and merchandise as they shall choose.” The open-ended payment term in this first treaty demonstrated a disregard for the property rights of the Dakota and the uneven bargain asserted by the United States by inserting the price term years later at a price the buyer chose.

10. See WILLIAM FUNK, INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE I (2008).
12. See 1 WILLIAM WATTS FOLWELL, A HISTORY OF MINNESOTA 91 (1956).
13. See Treaty with the Sioux, Sept. 23, 1805 (ratified Apr. 16, 1808, never proclaimed by the President), reprinted in 2 INDIAN AFFAIRS: LAWS AND TREATIES 1031 (Charles J. Kappler ed., 1904) [hereinafter Kappler].
14. Id.
Pike was also given the assignment “to inform the British traders and the Santee Sioux that the government had supreme power over the entire territory.” 15 The U.S. presence in Dakota lands was made permanent with the construction of Fort Snelling.

From the time of arrival of Colonel Leavenworth with a battalion of infantry in the late summer of 1819 to the establishment of the [Minnesota] territory thirty years later, Fort Snelling was the principal point of interest on the upper Mississippi above Prairie du Chien. The American Fur Company had its chief trading post under the guns of the fort. The Indian agent had his residence and council house a short walk from the main gateway of the inclosure. 16

The presence of Fort Snelling within Dakota lands would become the site of a concentration camp for the Dakota men, women, and children as the tragic events in 1862 occurred.

In continuing efforts to assert dominion over the Great Plains region, a council of many Tribes was called in 1825, where U.S. government officials sought to set out territorial boundaries between the Tribes. 17 Tribal leaders from “the Sioux, Chippewa, Menominee, Winnebago, Sac and Fox, Iowa, Potawatomi, and Ottawa [T]ribes” responded to the invitation to attend the council at Prairie du Chien. 18 U.S. Colonel William Clark, Territorial Governor of Missouri, and Territorial Governor Lewis Cass of Michigan held the council for the purpose of keeping open fur trade routes and allowing for White settlement in the area.

The speech of a Winnebago leader, Caramonee, has been preserved demonstrating that the property concepts of common ownership in the Tribes were explained to the U.S. representatives at the council, but to no avail.

The lands I claim are mine and the nations here know it is not only claimed by us but by our Brothers the Sacs and

15. BLACK THUNDER ET AL., supra note 2, at 14.
16. See 1 FOLWELL, supra note 12, at 422.
17. MEYER, supra note 7, at 40. An example of the boundaries included in the Treaty are as follows: “[A] dividing line was designated between the lands of the Sac and Fox tribe and those of the Sioux, running across northern Iowa, and another drawn on the map to separate the Sioux from the Chippewas.” Id. 18. Id. at 39.
Foxes, Menominees, Iowas, Mahas, and Sioux. They have held it in common. It would be difficult to divide it. It belongs as much to one as the other. . . . My Fathers I did not know that any of my relations had any particular lands. It is true everyone owns his own lodge and the ground he may cultivate. I had thought the Rivers were the common property of all Red Skins and not used exclusively by any particular nation.  

Rather, the Treaty of Prairie du Chien set up a new dividing line foreign to the tribal territorial understanding. The underlying purpose of dividing up tribal territories was to provide a means for future land transactions for each Tribe’s portion of the area in separate agreements. Those attending the grand council were wined and dined by U.S. officials to gain approval for the boundary. Two of the Dakota leaders attending the council became gravely ill after enjoying the drinks provided by the U.S. officials, and one died on the trip back home. This led to rumors that the U.S. officials had sought to poison those gathered at the council. In the aftermath of the grand council, the dividing line was not adopted by the Tribes.

The Indian agent, Lawrence Taliaferro, assigned to the Sioux of the Mississippi from 1819 to his resignation in 1839, was a persistent advocate of assimilation and land cession to the Dakota. During this span of years, the Treaties of 1830, 1836, and 1837 were entered into between the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples and the United States, all involving the selling of Dakota lands. The Treaty of 1830 included in article 3 the following land cession:

The Medawah-Kanton, Wah-pa-coota, Wahpeton and Sisseton Bands of the Sioux cede and relinquish to the United States forever, a Tract of Country twenty miles in

20. MEYER, supra note 7, at 40 (citing Journal of Proceedings at Prairie du Chien (Aug. 6, 8–9, 1825) (photostatic copy) (on file with the Minnesota Historical Society)).
22. See DIEDRICH, supra note 11, at 25.
23. See MEYER, supra note 7, at 40–41. “A rumor spread that the white men had deliberately tried to poison them. Although scouting this report, the younger Snelling predicted that many of the Sioux would continue to believe it for the rest of their lives . . . . In the 1960’s elderly people were still telling this story . . . .” Id.
24. 1 FOLWELL, supra note 12, at 141–42.
25. See id. at 54, 56.
width, from the Mississippi to the Demoine River, situate north, and adjoining the line mentioned in the preceding article [referencing the dividing line in the Treaty of Prairie du Chien].

Article 4 of this treaty set the payment of two thousand dollars as an annuity for ten years to be divided among the four Dakota bands and included the posting of a blacksmith.

Next, the Treaty of 1836 was directly negotiated by Indian agent Taliaferro with the “Wahpaakootah, Susseton, and Upper Medawakanton tribes of Sioux Indians” for the purpose of modifying the boundaries set out in the Treaty of Prairie du Chien and extending the boundary of the state of Missouri into Dakota lands. Under the 1836 Treaty, the lands between the boundary of Missouri and the Missouri River were the subject of the latest land transaction. The payment for this purchase was set as “to cause said tribes to be furnished with presents to the amount of five hundred and fifty dollars in goods, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged.”

Another treaty was entered into a year later, in 1837, by the Mdewakanton containing the cession of “all their land, east of the Mississippi river, and all their islands in the said river.” The annuities and payments promised under this treaty were late in arriving. The constant pressure from the failure of receiving payments for employees, the annuities promised the Dakota Tribes, and the lack of response from the Indian Office eventually led to Taliaferro’s resignation in 1839. With this land cession, “the east bank of the Mississippi was soon lined with whiskey sellers.”
This history of treaty making for a span of approximately thirty-five years with the United States was fraught with human rights violations. Negotiating the treaties with open-ended or less-than-value payment provisions, intentionally seeking to intoxicate tribal leadership prior to entering into a treaty for land cessions, failing to provide payments due under the treaties, and sanctioning the ability of the White traders to submit unverified claims to be deducted from the treaty payments were regular occurrences by U.S. officials.  

Even in receiving payments due under the treaties, “[t]he Indians were frequently required to go a long distance, at a great inconvenience to themselves, to receive the money due them, in order that they might be convenient to the post of some of the traders, where they could spend it.”

The documented accounts that survive from this era also refer to abuses of Native women by White men that went unpunished. The dehumanizing characterization of American Indians by White U.S. officials, traders, and settlers added to the justification for heaping human rights violations on the Dakota. The greatest human rights violations were a result of the secret policy of land dispossession and genocide that was the underlying U.S. government plan for American Indians. This secret policy would become overt with the events of 1862.

C.  The Treaties of 1851 and the Washington D.C. Treaties of 1858: Conspiracy, Deception, and Refugee Status

For the next few years, the Dakota peoples engaged in the fur trade, fought in warriors’ battles with the Chippewa, and carried on their traditional lifeways as much as possible with Whites continuing to enter their lands. Trading posts were in full swing, stretching from the northern Lake Traverse to Big Stone Lake to Lower Sioux Agency on the Minnesota River. Some Dakota, particularly those intermarried with Whites, chose to adopt Christianity at the behest of missionaries locating in the Dakota lands and urging assimilation to the White man’s ways. Others

34.  SCHULTZ, supra note 33, at 9.
35.  ROBINSON, supra note 5, at 204.
37.  See BLACK THUNDER ET AL., supra note 2, at 11–18.
38.  Id. at 20–24.
continued the seasonal lifestyle, but found it more difficult as deer, elk, and other animals relied on became scarcer with White encroachment.\footnote{39} The U.S. government’s scheme to divide up the Indian lands pursuant to the 1825 Treaty of Prairie du Chien boundaries and then enter into treaties with individual Tribes to claim all of those lands remained on the backburner during this time.

By 1841, U.S. Secretary of War John Bell commissioned Wisconsin Territory Governor James Doty to enter into treaties with the Dakota as a way to direct emigrating Tribes from the east onto Dakota lands in a new Indian territory within the Treaty of Prairie du Chien boundaries.\footnote{40} Doty chose several local traders to assist him in the negotiations and promised jobs to the traders in the new Indian territory.\footnote{41} Once the treaties were negotiated, the new Indian territory concept was openly opposed by both Indian agent Taliaferro and Senator Benton of Missouri.\footnote{42} The latter viewed the treaties as contrary to the purpose of opening Indian lands to White settlement.\footnote{43} Although the Dakota leadership had entered into negotiations and formalized the treaties with Doty, once more the U.S. government appeared to deceive the Tribes over the real intentions towards them. The frequent call to meet with U.S. officials to enter into agreements, deliberate over boundaries, and then have nothing result increased the frustration of the tribal leadership over unfulfilled promises.

In 1849, the territory of Minnesota was established and the lands of the Dakota were put in further jeopardy. “Immediately, however upon the creation of the territory and the accession of Governor Ramsey as ex officio superintendent of Indian Affairs, the Indian department began to lay its plans to secure the opening of the great body of Indian lands.”\footnote{44} Ramsey’s first attempt to call a treaty council failed in the fall of 1849. In subsequent communications between Ramsey and Indian Commissioner Orlando Brown, terms of a proposed treaty were exchanged to move the Dakota from their lands.\footnote{45} Within these communications,
it was acknowledged that the traders sold items to the Dakota at enormous profit and kept the Dakota in debt.\textsuperscript{46} Although the U.S. Congress in 1843 had passed a law disallowing the payment of debts to traders in any treaty with an Indian Tribe, the local Indian agents and U.S. officials negotiating treaties found ways around the provision for the benefit of the trading companies.\textsuperscript{47} Further, rather than stop the abuses of the traders, the advice was to limit the payments to the Dakota for land cessions or to distribute payment in agricultural implements, tools, or educational expenses as approved by the U.S. Indian department.\textsuperscript{48}

Against this backdrop, yet another call went out to the Sisseton and Wahpeton to meet in the summer of 1851 at Traverse des Sioux in Minnesota to hold council with the U.S. treaty commissioners.\textsuperscript{49} The negotiations that followed were prime examples of the deliberate deception, bullying tactics, and outright swindling practices by U.S. treaty commissioners. One historian described this treaty negotiation, and the one following with the Mdewakanton at Mendota, as follows:

Many observers have noted the moral obliquity that seemingly afflicted white men in their dealings with Indians. Men justly respected for integrity and fairness in their relations with other white men saw nothing reprehensible about resorting to all manner of chicanery and equivocation when dealing with Indians. Starting from the axiom that the Indians were mere children and had a less enlightened view of what would serve their own best interests than the Great Father and his representatives did, government officials, especially treaty commissioners, felt themselves under no restraints in deceiving or bullying the Indians into acceptance of terms decided upon by higher authority. They knew—or thought they knew—what was best for the Indians, and the end justified the means. By a remarkable coincidence, what was deemed best for the Indians was invariably also to the advantage of the government, the traders, and, above all, the land-hungry settlers.

\textsuperscript{46} Id. at 211.
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 210.
\textsuperscript{48} Id. at 211.
\textsuperscript{49} Id. at 212.
If one were seeking a treaty tailor-made to illustrate this phenomenon, he could not do better than to examine the treaties of Traverse des Sioux and Mendota, negotiated with the Sioux in the summer of 1851. All the standard techniques were employed by the commissioners. The carrot and the stick—and at least once the mailed fist—were alternately displayed, as the occasion seemed to demand. If the Indians asked for time to consider the terms offered them, they were chided for behaving like women and children rather than men. If they asked shrewd, businesslike questions, the commissioners uttered cries of injured innocence: surely the Indians did not think the Great Father would deceive them! If they wanted certain provisions changed, they were told that it was too late; the treaty had already been written down. The Indians were flattered and brow-beaten by turns, wheedled and shamed, promised and threatened, praised for their wisdom and ridiculed for their folly. In such fashion was their “free consent” obtained.\(^\text{50}\)

The negotiations officially started on July 18, 1851, when a large gathering of the Sisseton and Wahpeton were present.\(^\text{51}\) In the texts documenting the negotiations, at least one witness to the council mentioned large quantities of champagne were present.\(^\text{52}\)

“As the commissioners report, the Indians were ‘induced’ to agree to the terms which had been proposed to them and on Wednesday, July 23, the treaty was signed by thirty-five chiefs and thirteen witnesses.”\(^\text{53}\) Following the negotiations, the sacred Pipe was shared by those present to serve as a spiritual compact with the completion of the Treaty with the Sisseton and Wahpeton.\(^\text{54}\) As the signing was underway, one of the Sisseton men present made the request for the terms not to be changed in Washington.\(^\text{55}\) U.S. Indian Commissioner Luke Lea who had traveled from Washington, D.C.

\(^{50}\) MEYER, \textit{supra} note 7, at 77–78.

\(^{51}\) 1 FOLWELL, \textit{supra} note 12, at 279.

\(^{52}\) \textit{Id.} at 280.

\(^{53}\) \textit{Id.} at 280–81.

\(^{54}\) MEYER, \textit{supra} note 7, at 79; see also Treaty with the Sioux—Sisseton and Wahpeton Bands, July 23, 1851, 10 Stat. 949 (proclamation Feb. 24, 1853), \textit{reprinted in} 2 Kappler, \textit{supra} note 13, at 588.

\(^{55}\) MEYER, \textit{supra} note 7, at 79.
for the treaty negotiations, provided an assurance that “everything we promise will be faithfully performed.” 56

At the conclusion of the signing, James Goodhue, the editor of the Minnesota Pioneer newspaper, reportedly stated: “Thus ended the sale of twenty one millions of acres of the finest land in the world.” 57 Another historian has described the treaty land cession as follows:

No other single Indian treaty conveyed so vast and noble an estate. It involved fully one-half, and the best half at that, of the great state of Minnesota. The price paid was about six cents per acre. In brief, the treaty provided that the tribes sold and relinquished to the United States all of their lands in Minnesota and Iowa, east of the Big Sioux River and a line from Lake Kompeska to Lake Traverse and the Sioux Woods Rivers. As a consideration for this sale and relinquishment they were to have first, a reservation running from the Yellow Medicine west to the treaty line, ten miles wide, on both sides of the Minnesota River. Second, $275,000 cash in hand. Third, $1,665,000, to remain in trust with the United States, and five per cent interest to be paid thereon for fifty years. The payment of the interest for this period to pay and satisfy the whole debt; that is, it was not intended that the original purchase price ever should be paid. The total interest payment, therefore, was to be $83,300 annually. Of this the government was to expend annually $12,000 for general agricultural improvement and civilization; $6,000 for education, $10,000 for goods and merchandise and the balance was to be paid in cash. 58

By the sharp dealing in the treaty purchase terms, the principal of $1,665,000 was never intended to be the purchase price, but would revert to the U.S. government. From the negotiated price of ten cents per acre, the actual price, due to this provision, would amount to only about six cents per acre due to the misrepresented payment term to the Sisseton and Wahpeton. In the aftermath of the negotiation, Governor Ramsey sent a report to the Interior

56. Id.
57. Id. at 80.
Department stating “that the ‘actual cost to the Government of this magnificent purchase is only the sum paid in hand’ ($575,000).”\textsuperscript{59}

As for the homeland reserved by the Sisseton and Wahpeton in the 1851 Treaty, the assurances of Indian Commissioner Lea would prove to be further lies on behalf of the U.S. government. In fact, upon ratification and proclamation in February of 1853, article 3 of the Treaty with the Sisseton and Wahpeton, reserving a permanent reservation in Minnesota on the north and south sides of the Minnesota River, was stricken by the Senate and replaced with the article, set forth below, to provide that some future homeland be set aside beyond the ceded lands.\textsuperscript{60}

It is further stipulated, that the President be authorized, with the assent of the said band of Indians, parties to this treaty, and as soon after they shall have given their assent to the foregoing article, as may be convenient, to cause to be set apart by appropriate landmarks and boundaries, such tracts of country without the limits of the cession made by the first [2d] article of the treaty as may be satisfactory for their future occupancy and home: \textit{Provided}, That the President may, by the consent of these Indians, vary the conditions aforesaid if deemed expedient.\textsuperscript{61}

Thus, not only did the terms of the 1851 Treaty change in 1853 in Washington, but the change resulted in the Sisseton-Wahpeton being placed in a refugee status as only temporarily located in their homelands, now claimed by the U.S. government. The same sleight of hand occurred in the 1851 Treaty, entered into with the Mdewakanton and Wahpekute tribal leaders, upon ratification and proclamation in 1853.\textsuperscript{62} The lack of humanity in such governmental action, and its consequences, constitute extraordinary human rights abuses.

As soon as the treaties were signed, Whites had swarmed into the Dakota lands supposedly guaranteed forever to the Dakota.\textsuperscript{63} It must have seemed to the Dakota peoples that none of the promises
made by U.S. officials should be taken seriously. To add further injury to the Sisseton and Wahpeton, they were also informed that during the treaty signing tribal leaders had been deceived into signing a “traders’ paper” for treaty payments to be distributed to pay off debts presented by the local trading posts.  

Each Indian, as he stepped away from the treaty table, was pulled to a barrel nearby and made to sign a document prepared by the traders. By its terms the signatories to the treaty acknowledged their debts to the traders and half-breeds and pledged themselves, as the representatives of their respective bands, to pay those obligations. No schedule of the sums owed was attached to the document, but after the ceremony was over the traders got together and scaled down their claims (originally estimated at $431,735.78) to the round sum of $210,000; the half-breeds were to get $40,000.  

When the 1853 amendments to the 1851 Treaties were communicated to Ramsey, he went to the Dakota leadership with two objectives: (1) to get the consent necessary for the supplemental articles to begin implementation of the 1851 land cessions and (2) to have tribal leaders sign off on receipts for the debts on the “traders’ paper.” When one of the tribal leaders, Red Iron, refused to sign off on the receipt, Ramsey “appointed another chief in his stead and had the old man arrested and imprisoned.”  

Following this and desperate to receive the annuities that Ramsey would not release without signing off on the receipts, a total of eleven others then signed the receipt. They finally signed the receipt that allowed Ramsey to distribute $210,000 of the Sisseton and Wahpeton removal and subsistence money to the traders. By mid-December, the entire process was over. The eastern Sioux had watched most of the $495,000 designated for removal and subsistence go to traders and mixed-bloods. Later testimony showed that Ramsey and his secretary, Hugh

64. See Diedrich, supra note 11, at 30.  
65. Meyer, supra note 7, at 80.  
66. Id. at 85–86.  
67. Robinson, supra note 5, at 259.
Tyler, deducted a 10 to 15 percent fee for handling the money.68 Eventually, two White men, Willis A. Gorman and Richard M. Young, were authorized to investigate the charges brought against Governor Ramsey for distributing the treaty payments on the basis of the “traders’ papers.”69 The investigation concluded that Governor Ramsey had “conspired with the traders to defraud the Indians out of the moneys due them,”70 but the U.S. Senate then exonerated him in a resolution.71 One historian, Newton H. Winchell, has reportedly referred to the 1851 Treaties “as a ‘monstrous conspiracy.’”72 Through the lens of human rights, the U.S. government and its officials were practicing deliberate genocide on the Dakota peoples by depriving them of all means of survival and purposefully exacerbating the starvation conditions being experienced in the 1850s.

As Willis A. Gorman assumed the role of territorial Governor of Minnesota and as Indian superintendent, he attempted to persuade the Dakota leaders to move from their villages to the strips of land along the Minnesota River.73 In 1853, a pledge of only five years had been given to the Dakota peoples for the reservation area.74 The short duration of the pledge from a government that had not fulfilled past promises was not well received by Dakota peoples. With a shortage of annuities following the 1851 Treaties, the Dakota continued to hunt in the ceded area where there was better hunting than in the reservation area. In addition, Whites flooded the areas ceded and even sought to set up homesteads within the reservation area.75 White aggression towards the Dakota peoples went unchecked by the U.S. military and eventually led to a group of Wahpekute, under the leadership of Inkpaduta, striking back against White settlers in the northeastern Iowa region.

The ‘Spirit Lake massacre,’ as whites later called it, came after considerable provocation by white settlers and
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Indians alike and was part of a long-standing, interethnic feud. Three years before, a white man named Henry Lott and his son slaughtered nearly a dozen Wahpekutes—mostly women and children—in an isolated hunting lodge in retaliation for earlier Indian depredations. The army made only a half-hearted effort to bring the Lotts to justice. In addition, some evidence suggests that whites had taken most of the arms possessed by the Wahpekutes just before the outbreak in 1857. Although they found others, the confiscation of arms made it difficult to hunt during the winter. At least one of the causes for the massacre was the shortage of food in the camp of the Indians responsible for the deed. 

In Minnesota, Whites panicked, organized into militia groups, and attacked Dakota villages to the southwest of the Minnesota River reservation.  By July 1, 1857, the new Indian commissioner, James W. Denver, sent word that the treaty annuities due would be “contingent upon the eastern Sioux tribes effecting the surrender or destruction of Inkpaduta and his band.”

Taoyateduta, referred to as “Little Crow” by White historians, assisted in organizing a party of Dakota men to follow Inkpaduta’s band with the goal of having the annuities released for the good of those who had entered into the 1851 Treaties.  After a few weeks, Taoyateduta’s party located part of the band and killed several of the men. Others were captured and brought back to the reservation areas. Upon his return Taoyateduta was informed by Commissioner Denver that the annuities would still not be released.  In late August, the acting commissioner, Charles Mix, authorized annuities to be released after Denver left Washington, D.C.  As a result of this series of events, the Dakota peoples lost respect for U.S. officials who changed the terms of treaty payments whenever they wanted something more from the Dakota.  In this situation, the U.S. military expected the Dakota to do what it could not—find and bring in Inkpaduta.
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Soon after this, White public sentiment turned to dividing up the Dakota reservation lands into farming plots and having the northern half opened to further White settlement.\(^83\) Agreeing with the White public sentiment, U.S. officials devised a plan for a further land cession of the northern half of the temporary reservation. Immediately following an annuity distribution in the fall of 1857, the Indian superintendent, William J. Cullen, told the Dakota men that “their Great Father wished to see them and ‘readjust the treaty.’” Dakota chiefs assumed logically that their just complaints were finally going to be resolved.\(^84\)

The trip to Washington, D.C. spanned a period of four months in the spring and summer of 1858 and resulted in a pair of land cession treaties.\(^85\) Upon arrival in D.C., Charles Mix, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, began meeting in council with Dakota leaders in March of 1858, including Taoyateduta, to persuade them to effectuate another land cession.\(^86\) He held several meetings in which Taoyateduta spoke on behalf of the Dakota peoples regarding the great injustices that had occurred, the failure to establish the reservation boundary as promised in 1852 and later in 1854 to him personally, and the constant deception by U.S. officials.\(^87\)

At a mid-April meeting, Taoyateduta also spoke about the abuses of White settlers and traders located near the Dakota. “He was particularly displeased with John Magner, who used his position in charge of the warehouse to exploit Dakota women.”\(^88\) Charles Mix then switched tactics and sought to confuse Taoyateduta by demonstrating the text of the 1851 Treaty as not including the boundary and the area then settled by Germans and named New Ulm.\(^89\) Mix intended to demonstrate that Taoyateduta had signed onto the 1851 Treaty and agreed to the more narrowly drawn boundary.\(^90\) This disheartened the Dakota leader.

\(^{83}\) See Anderson, supra note 36, at 92–93.
\(^{84}\) Id. at 94.
\(^{85}\) Treaty with the Sioux, June 19, 1858, 12 Stat. 1031, reprinted in 2 Kappler, supra note 13, at 781 (Mendawakanton and Wahpahoota bands); Treaty with the Sioux, June 19, 1858, 12 Stat. 1037, reprinted in 2 Kappler, supra note 13, at 785 (Sisseton and Wahpaton bands).
\(^{86}\) Anderson, supra note 36, at 94, 103.
\(^{87}\) Id. at 101–03.
\(^{88}\) Id. at 101.
\(^{89}\) Id. at 82.
\(^{90}\) Id. at 102.
“Apparently at the end of the day’s debate, an employee of the Office of Indian Affairs wrote on the front page of the journal, ‘Little Crow is bluffed.’”

In a series of meetings, Mix continued to badger Taoyateduta and warned that if the Dakota did not sign the new treaty, then all of their lands could be taken by the new state of Minnesota. When Taoyateduta brought up the injustices of the past at a meeting on June 4 and threatened not to sign, Mix ridiculed him and called him a child.

On June 18, Mix commenced what would be an all-night session to persuade the Dakota men to sign on to the land cession and finally received the Dakota signatures at 7 a.m. on June 19 to the so-called Mix treaties. The next day, the Dakota men departed to return home. The result was a further land cession for the northern portion of the reservation along the Minnesota River with an open-ended payment term for the U.S. Senate to fill in. Another outcome of the treaties was U.S. acknowledgement of Dakota ownership over the southern portion of the reservation and for this portion to be divided into eighty-acre allotments. The same terms were pushed upon the nine Sisseton and Wahpeton present on the Washington, D.C. trip. The recognized leadership of the Sisseton and Wahpeton were not invited on the trip and were out hunting buffalo during the spring and summer of 1858 to the west of the reservation areas.

Upon being informed of the 1858 Treaty provisions, the Sisseton, Wahpeton, Mdewakanton, and Wahpekute became disillusioned and bitter over the continuous deceptive acts of the U.S. government to take their lands and cheat them of any negotiated payments.
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Although the Senate ratified the treaties on March 9, 1859, and they were proclaimed at the end of that month, nothing was done toward determining the validity of the Indians’ title to their reservation until 1860, more than two years after the signing of the treaty. Then the Senate confirmed the Indians’ title and allowed them the sum of thirty cents an acre for the area relinquished. This was a better price than the Senate amendments to the 1851 treaties had allowed them—ten cents an acre—but the 1860 resolution also gave settlers on those lands the right of pre-emption at a price of $1.25 an acre! Brown thought the lands worth five dollars an acre. There was still worse to follow. When Congress finally appropriated $266,880 for the lands, nearly all payment to the lower Sioux and a large part of that to the upper bands went to pay the “just debts” of the traders, and the Indians saw little of the money. Thus the disillusionment and bitterness they had come to feel toward the government was compounded by this treaty, supposedly designed for their benefit.  

The Dakota peoples could accurately state that from the mid-1820s to the end of the 1850s the only consistent actions of U.S. officials were to deceive the Dakota peoples through treaties written in the English language. Through the treaties, the United States carried out its policy of forcing the Dakota peoples into ever smaller portions of their homelands on which they could do little more than starve to death as refugees. U.S. officials appointed to carry out U.S. policies throughout this time period took an active role in allowing the enrichment of traders to the detriment of the Dakota peoples.

The Sioux had become economic prisoners, constantly being told that they owed more and more money to the storekeepers. As the buffalo, deer, and game birds on which they had once lived so well became scarce, because of the encroaching white settlements, the Indians were ever more dependent on the goodwill of the traders and the promises of the federal government. All too often, the merchants cheated them shamelessly, and
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the government willfully ignored its solemn treaty commitments.\footnote{100} In addition, armed White settlers moving into reserved Dakota lands were not repelled by the United States as guaranteed in treaties putting the Dakota in a no-win situation to either clear out the White settlers or allow their homelands to be taken in violation of U.S. governmental promises.

III. U.S.-Dakota War of 1862—Reaction to Great Injustices

In summing up the viewpoint of the Dakota peoples by the early 1860s, one noted Dakota scholar, Charles Eastman, opined, “After one hundred and fifty years of friendly intercourse first with the French, then the English, and finally the Americans, they found themselves cut off from every natural resource, on a tract of land twenty miles by thirty, which to them was virtual imprisonment.”\footnote{101} To be Dakota in this day and age is to have ancestors who were suffering and making difficult decisions prior to the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862. Prolonged human rights violations resulted in the eventual retaliation of the abused, and thus the majority of Dakota men would go to war.

The Dakota guiding values\footnote{102} had been exhausted with the constant lies, unfulfilled promises, the strategic flow of liquor into Dakota hands, and trickery experienced in relations with the Whites. The breaking point for many was reached in the summer of 1862 when the treaty annuities were late in arriving, families were on the brink of starvation, and offensive comments were made by the Whites and local traders. At least one historian has suggested that there was a motive by the area White settlers and officials to deliberately provoke an Indian war as a pretext for seizing the reservation lands.\footnote{103}

\footnote{100. Schultz, \textit{supra} note 33, at 9.}
\footnote{101. Charles A. Eastman (Ohiyesa), \textit{Indian Heroes & Great Chieftains} 49 (1991).}
\footnote{102. The five Dakota values are: Ohoda (respect for all that lives), Okciya (generosity in thoughts and things), Tehinda (kindness and tenderness), Wicake (honesty and love of truthfulness), and Waunsida (demonstrating compassion and empathy to all). \textit{See Dakota Values, Tiospa Zina Tribal Sch.}, http://www.tzts.us/index3.html (last visited Nov. 10, 2012).}
\footnote{103. See Meyer, \textit{supra} note 7, at 124.}
A.  The Decision to Go to War

In the words of Chief Big Eagle, the ongoing human rights violations of the Whites towards the Dakota were central to the decision to go to war.

Then many of the white men often abused the Indians and treated them unkindly. Perhaps they had excuse, but the Indians did not think so. Many of the whites always seemed to say by their manner when they saw an Indian, “I am much better than you,” and the Indians did not like this. There was excuse for this, but the Dakotas did not believe there were better men in the world than they. Then some of the white men abused the Indian women in a certain way and disgraced them, and surely there was no excuse for that.

The conflict between the Whites moving into Dakota land areas and the failure of the United States to curb White lawlessness added to the Dakota peoples’ feelings of oppression and injustice in their dealings with the Whites.

With the pressure by the Indian superintendent, the missionaries, and the intermarried Dakota people, Dakota families were in turn punished for not farming and rewarded for following the White system as farmers on allotments on the south side of the Minnesota River. This division between those acting in concert with the program of the Indian agent and those who chose to continue the Dakota lifeway led to divergent views in tribal leadership on the best path forward for the peoples.

When Tom Galbraith became the Indian agent to the Sioux in 1861, he worked hard to foster the farmer program. He issued provisions to the blanket Indians only once a year, adhering to regulations, but freely gave food and other goods to the farmer Indians whenever they demanded them, as often as once a month. He believed that Indians should not be paid and fed for maintaining what to him was a slothful way of living. They should be rewarded only when they farmed and behaved the way they were supposed to, like decent Christian white men.

During the summer of 1862, when the majority of the people on the Sioux reservation were going hungry, the farmer Indians ate well and continued to receive food from the agency warehouse, sometimes within sight of their starving brothers.  

In the summer of 1862, the annuities that usually arrived in June were very late. Going to the Indian agent, the Dakota peoples in the upper agency on the reservation were told that rumors that the annuities were not coming were false and to go hunt and feed themselves until late July. By July 14, an assembly of 4000 Dakota and 1000 Yankton had gathered for the payment with little to nothing to eat. Galbraith finally responded to the needs of those gathered by doling out just enough provisions to keep the Dakota and Yankton alive for the next three weeks. During this time, the local traders cut off all credit accounts, which further impoverished the Dakota peoples.

As August rolled in, no annuities had arrived. Galbraith brought in soldiers to guard the warehouse and stores at the agency. With the assistance of the missionary, Dr. Riggs, a council was held on August 7 with the Dakota near the upper agency where Galbraith agreed to distribute some of the annuity goods and provisions if the Dakota peoples would return to their homes to await the annuity payment. For three days, the distribution occurred, and the Dakota families departed back to their homes. Taoyateduta, in attendance at the upper agency, requested that
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Galbraith also issue provisions to those at the lower agency. On August 15, Taoyateduta again requested from the agent and the local traders that provisions be distributed to those at the lower agency.

After futile attempts to get definite information as to the time of payment, Little Crow, speaking for some hundreds of Indians present, said: “We have waited a long time. The money is ours, but we cannot get it. We have no food, but here are these stores, filled with food. We ask that you, the agent, make some arrangement by which we can get food from the stores, or else we may take our own way to keep ourselves from starving. When men are hungry they help themselves.”

In responding, the agent turned to the traders and asked them for a reply. The other storekeepers said they would follow whatever the trader, Andrew Myrick, thought in the matter. The statement from Myrick was translated by the Reverend John P. Williamson into the Dakota language. Myrick’s statement was, “So far as I am concerned, if they are hungry, let them eat grass.” In response, the Dakota peoples gathered left expressing their anger.

During this August of 1862, young men out hunting had a hard time providing meat for their hungry families. So it was on August 17 when four young men went out hunting, argued over the courage to eat eggs found near a White family farm, and ended up killing three White men and two White women. When the young men returned to Rice Creek village, the elders and leaders met in council and considered the military retaliation that was expected. At this point, in reviewing the many injustices perpetrated on the Dakota, the annuities not arriving, the starvation conditions of the majority of the people, and the lack of any trust in dealing with the
Whites to resolve the situation, the decision was made to go to war against the Whites and clear them from Dakota lands. Taoyateduta at first spoke out against declaring war, but accepted his leadership role in leading the warriors on the course of action that had garnered a consensus.

B. The Dakota Forces Strike Out Against Whites in the Minnesota River Valley

When the Sisseton and Wahpeton at Pejutazi (Yellow Medicine) met in council on whether to join in the war, they were of many views with supposedly the Sisseton urging the killing of all the Whites and the Wahpeton in favor of merely plundering all the goods held by the Whites. In my own family history, my great-great-great-grandfather, Mahpiya Hotanka, fought in the Dakota War. He joined the forces seeking to ambush the U.S. military gathered at Wood Lake and was killed in that battle. From my grandmother’s paternal side, we are related to the Renville family through her great-grandmother, Anna Renville. For the most part, the Renvilles were considered Indians friendly to the Whites during the Dakota War. Two well-known Renvilles, the brothers, Gabriel and Michael Renville, served with General Sibley to bring in and punish the Dakota men involved in the War.
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Over the span of about a month, the U.S.-Dakota War raged on for thirty-eight days in August and September 1862.\textsuperscript{126} White traders, Whites in towns near the reservation, and White soldiers were killed by Dakota men angered over the great injustices that had been brought to bear on their families. Battles occurred throughout the Minnesota River valley. For example, as many as 800 Dakota men took part in the charge against Fort Ridgely on August 20th.\textsuperscript{127}

While the main body of the Sioux warriors was alternatively attacking Fort Ridgely and New Ulm, smaller parties were carrying out raids all over southwestern Minnesota. Among the places where white casualties were heavy were Milford Township in Brown County, Lake Shetek in Murray County, and portions of Kandiyohi County. In most cases the men were killed, the women and children taken prisoner and held until the final defeat of the Indians at Wood Lake.\textsuperscript{128}

At the same time, many of the Dakota men who had chosen to take on White dress and be farmers opposed the war and sought to harbor Whites.\textsuperscript{129} In addition, there were Sisseton and Wahpeton leaders who ignored the call to war, as they were more concerned with hunting buffalo than with being at the agencies.\textsuperscript{130}

C. Dakota Efforts to End the War

Dakota warfare had never had the goal of killing whole communities\textsuperscript{131} and many of those involved lost heart as the purpose of the war lost meaning to them. Dakota families were also aware of the statements made by Minnesota Governor Ramsey...

\textsuperscript{126} See Black Thunder et al., supra note 2, at 34–35.
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\textsuperscript{131} In fact, the Dakota engagement in the War has been misrepresented as less about a sense of injustice regarding those Whites, in particular White men, located near the reservation, and more as the European style of a campaign of war to conquer and kill men, women, and children until a surrender occurred. See, e.g., 2 Folwell, supra note 12, at 125; see also Kenneth Carley, The Sioux Uprising of 1862, at 28 (1961) (characterizing the relationships between the Germans as “on friendly terms with the Sioux, whom they knew as wandering, usually hungry beggars, and at first they could not believe that the Indians were bent on anything as serious as murder”).
about exterminating the Sioux or driving them forever from the state. In this charged atmosphere, the Dakota men involved in the war sought to bring it to a close. Captives were taken during the war and viewed by the leaders as bargaining chips to lead to eventual negotiations on concluding the war.

On September 12 Little Crow [Taoyateduta] gave the Long Trader [General Sibley] one last chance to end the war without further bloodshed. In his message he assured Sibley that the prisoners were being treated kindly. “I want to know from you as a friend,” he added, “what way that I can make peace for my people.”

Sibley sent a cold reply to Taoyateduta and offered no way to make peace. A second Dakota leader, Wabasha, at the same time, had sent word to Sibley seeking a truce and promising delivery of the captives. Following this exchange, another battle at Wood Lake occurred with the Dakota forces hoping to surprise the soldiers camped there. The ambush was disrupted by a group of soldiers going to dig potatoes that caused the battle to begin before the ambush was fully in place. In the aftermath of the battle, White soldiers scalped and mutilated the bodies of the Dakota men killed at the site.

As the Battle of Wood Lake was concluding, some of the Dakota people who sought to end the war began to establish a temporary camp. They also gathered some of the captives to wait for Sibley at the camp. Taoyateduta refused to fight against the Dakota in this temporary camp, called Camp Release. Further, he agreed to the release of all captives to those in the camp as he gave orders for his people to depart to the westward plains on September 24, 1862.

At the conclusion of the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862, General Sibley did not immediately march into Camp Release. Instead, he slowly made his way over three days when he could have arrived in
Upon his arrival, he demanded release of the captives, which numbered 107 Whites and 162 Mixed-Bloods. Sibley then announced in the subsequent council with those present that they “should consider themselves prisoners of war until he could discover and hang the guilty ones among them.”

Also, he put a cordon of artillery around the temporary camp and sent out Dakota men as messengers to call in all Dakota people to voluntarily come to the camp.

Those who refused to come in voluntarily would be hunted down and captured or killed. While the Santees were being rounded up and disarmed, the soldiers cut down the trees and constructed a huge log building. Its purpose was soon made clear, when most of the male Santees—about 600 of the camp’s 2,000 Indians—were chained together in pairs and imprisoned there.

D. Minnesota Mob Mentality and Racial Vengeance

In reading many of the non-Indian narratives on the U.S.-Dakota War, the context and rationale for the Dakota men to go to war is completely missing and unanalyzed. The narratives start at the point of the assault on the four trading posts at the Lower Sioux Agency. These narratives use the most derogatory adjectives and labels for the Dakota men and profess the peacefulness of the settlers surrounding the ten-mile strip of remaining reserved lands along the Minnesota River. In actuality, many of the settlers in Minnesota and the Dakota Territory held views of White superiority and a racial hatred for the Dakota peoples.

Evidence of this racial animus was apparent in Minnesota newspapers. Special agent Kintzing Prichette sent from Washington and present in Minnesota in 1857 reported on the racism towards the Dakota peoples.

The attitude of those people toward the Indians was suggested by an item in a Red Wing newspaper noted by
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Prichette: “We have plenty of young men who would like no better fun than a good Indian hunt.” In Minnesota he found that “but one sentiment appeared to inspire almost the entire population, and this was, the total annihilation of the Indian race within their borders.”

It should be no wonder, then, that no aid by Whites was provided to the Dakota peoples when they were starved and cheated as part of U.S. Indian policy.

In Minnesota, as the Dakota War ended, the newspapers were full of racial hatred for the Dakota peoples. A frequent slogan appearing in the editorials and newspaper stories was the extermination of the Indians. The views expressed extended to men, women, and children. “As late as February 1863, a Faribault newspaper published a letter that declared: 'Extermination, swift, sure, and terrible is the only thing that can give the people of Minnesota satisfaction, or a sense of security.'”

Another historian described the Whites’ heated passion as a state-wide cry.

As the terrible news of the massacre of August 18 spread throughout the settled parts of the state, there rose everywhere the cry: “Death to the murderous Sioux. . . . Exterminate the fiends. . . . Let vengeance swift, sure, complete and unsparing teach the red-skinned demons the power of the white man.”

This racial hatred has motivated Whites to caricature, dehumanize, and misrepresent the Dakota peoples from first contact to the present. Further, this dehumanization has allowed the worst crimes to be committed against the Dakota peoples by all levels of the U.S. government and by U.S. citizens. In reading the summaries of historians, the racist-laden adjectives and descriptions of the Dakota peoples continue well into books published up through the 1970s. The mainstream White historian has
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What caused the 1862 uprising on the Minnesota frontier? The answer lies in a complex of reasons, some stemming from past events and some immediate and peculiar to the time. In the broadest sense, the war of 1862 was a small segment of the Sioux’s long history of conflict, first with
participated in the dehumanization of the Dakota peoples by insisting that the Dakota are “warlike.”\textsuperscript{151} This characterization is further propagated in contemporary use of Dakota men as the sports mascots at primarily White state educational institutions, such as the University of North Dakota’s “Fighting Sioux” mascot\textsuperscript{152} and the Sisseton High School’s “Redman” mascot located as a public school on the Lake Traverse Reservation of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate.\textsuperscript{153}

The treatment of the Dakota peoples following the surrender at Camp Release has been called “one of the blackest pages in the history of white injustice to the Indian.”\textsuperscript{154} For the Dakota peoples who had either asserted allegiance to the Whites or who voluntarily turned themselves over to General Sibley, the punishment called for by the Minnesotans fell heavily upon them. With public sentiment seeking vengeance, a military commission was assembled and all Dakota men subjected to prove their innocence or be subject to death by hanging. “Thus the revered Anglo-Saxon principle of law that a person is considered innocent until proved guilty was reversed in the case of Indians.”\textsuperscript{155} At the conclusion of the military commission’s interrogation, 303 Dakota men were convicted and condemned to death with sixteen others sentenced to long prison terms.\textsuperscript{156} Sibley was denied the authority to

---
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immediately execute them and ordered to return to Fort Snelling. First, those Dakota who were not convicted were marched to Fort Snelling. They departed the camp on November 7 and arrived on November 13. As they made the march in winter in Minnesota, they were attacked by a mob in the town of Henderson. “As the wretched prisoners traveled through Henderson, the people—men, women, and children—with guns, knives, clubs, and stones, rushed upon them and, before the guard could drive them back, maltreated many. One infant snatched from its mother, was so injured that it died a few hours later.” For those who had been condemned to death, Sibley marched them to a camp west of Mankato. As they passed through the town of New Ulm, another angry mob attacked the Dakota traveling through. “While they were being escorted past New Ulm, a mob of citizens that included many women attempted ‘private revenge’ on the prisoners with pitchforks, scalding water, and hurled stones. Fifteen prisoners were injured, one with a broken jaw, before the soldiers could march them beyond the town.”

The military commission’s request for execution of the 303 condemned men had been forwarded to General Pope, who held command over the northwest, and he in turn wired the list of names to U.S. President Lincoln with a request to authorize the executions. Lincoln requested the trial records for review, which led to outrage by the bloodthirsty Minnesotans set on exterminating the Dakota peoples. During the review, the condemned Dakota men were held at a site known as Camp Lincoln. Then, “on the night of December 4 a mob of citizens stormed the prison camp intent upon lynching the Indians. The soldiers kept the mob at bay, and next day transferred the Indians to a stronger stockade near the town of Mankato.”
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families being held at Fort Snelling in concentration camp conditions were “tormented by wild rumors concerning the fate of their menfolk and perpetually in danger of being killed by parties of whites who repeatedly threatened to break through the wooden fence erected for their protection.”

As many as twenty to fifty people died each day from starvation, the cold, and a plague of measles in the concentration camp at Fort Snelling.

On December 6, President Lincoln’s decision reached Sibley authorizing the execution of thirty-nine Dakota men; one would not be executed upon a later decision. The other men were to be kept until further orders were received. The largest mass execution in the history of the United States took place on December 26, 1862 when the thirty-eight Dakota men who had sought protection at Camp Release were hanged at the same moment on a specially built scaffold for that purpose. A Dakota hymn was sung by the men as they waited for death to ensue.

For those held as prisoners in the Fort Snelling and Mankato camps, the missionaries set about converting them to Christianity, and lessons were given in reading and writing. Meanwhile the calls for extermination of the Dakota peoples by Whites in Minnesota were relentless. “At Fort Snelling, thirteen hundred Sioux were still captive by the spring; three hundred had died over the winter.” The men sentenced to prison terms would be taken to Davenport, Iowa to serve their terms.

In response to the White public sentiment in Minnesota, the U.S. Congress enacted two pieces of legislation in 1863. The first act was titled, “An Act for the Relief of Persons for Damages Sustained by Reason of Depredations and Injuries by Certain Bands of Sioux Indians.” In section one of the federal law, all treaties with the Dakota were declared to be annulled and abrogated, all lands and rights of occupancy forfeited, and all payments and
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claims due forfeited. Further, a portion of the forfeited annuities were to be distributed by a U.S. commission to Whites in Minnesota claiming damages from the actions of any Dakota person. The second federal law was enacted in March 1863 for the removal of the Dakota peoples. The U.S. President was authorized to designate a reservation “outside the limits of any state” and divide it into eighty-acre allotments for those Dakota who wished to pursue farming. Further, the law directed the U.S. Secretary of the Interior to sell the reservation lands in Minnesota and apply the proceeds to further agricultural efforts in the new homes. An explicit provision was made in the law that no monies were to be directly paid to Indians. A separate law was also passed to remove the Winnebago Tribe from Minnesota, although they had not been involved in the U.S.-Dakota War.

In April and in May, two groups of the Dakota peoples were taken in cramped quarters with meager provisions by steamboat to Dakota Territory and placed on a reservation at Crow Creek.

Nothing grew there. Nothing could grow there. It was a barren stretch of emptiness for as far as the eye could see—and beyond. There was not a house within fifty miles, no game, no berries, no edible roots. Weakened and diseased from their terrible journey, the Sioux began to die within days of their arrival, three or four every day. In a few weeks, 150 were dead, and by the end of the summer, the number had climbed to 300. “For a time,” Williamson said, “a [tipi] where no one was sick could scarcely be found, and it was a rare day when there was no funeral. So the hills were covered with graves. As for many who had lived on the upper agency, they had fled as General Sibley sought to capture or kill all remaining Dakota following the surrender at Camp Release. A large body of the Sisseton and Wahpeton peoples had settled just west of the Lake Traverse-Big Stone Lake area. Dakota Territorial Governor and
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ex-officio Superintendent of Indian Affairs Newton Edmunds eventually recommended that a reservation be set aside in that area for the Sisseton and Wahpeton Dakota. 185

IV. LIFE ON THE LAKE TRAVERSE RESERVATION OF THE SISSETON-WAHPETON DAKOTA

In the Lake Traverse area, Fort Wadsworth was built on August 1, 1864, and eventually renamed Fort Sisseton. 184 Some of the Sisseton and Wahpeton families had settled in the area after the men had been employed by General Sibley as scouts at Camp Release to assist in locating those deemed hostile. 185 Two treaty negotiations had been attempted in 1864 and 1866, before the commitment was made for a delegation of the Sisseton and Wahpeton of the area to travel to Washington, D.C. 186 to secure a reservation at Lake Traverse. The Treaty of 1867 set apart two reservations—one at Lake Traverse 188 and one at Spirit Lake (called Devils Lake by the Whites) in what would become North Dakota. 189 “The Lake Traverse Reservation included 918,780 acres of land. This included an area from the head of the Lake Traverse, to Lake Kampuska, a straight line to the northeast point of the Coteau des Prairies, north to Lake Tiwakan, and a direct line back to Lake Traverse.” 190
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Scarlet Raven had served as a scout for the US army during the Dakota (Sioux) Uprising of 1862 and objected to the removal of his tribe from Minnesota to South Dakota. A few days before the final negotiations, Scarlet Raven was reported missing, and the treaty was signed without him. His death was ruled a suicide, but the circumstances remain suspicious. Neither the rope nor the tree branch he was meant to have used to hang himself would have supported the weight of anyone larger than a child. Despite evidence of foul play, the death was never investigated.
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In the decades following the establishment of the Lake Traverse Reservation (also commonly called the Sisseton Reservation), the tribal leadership was approached again to enter into an agreement disclaiming any title to the lands north of the reservation in the Red River Valley and to approve of allotments for those actively cultivating the reservation lands. The first agreement of 1872 failed to be ratified. In 1873, the agreement was amended and ratified, striking out the allotment sections. The land cession for the Red River valley area valued the acreage at ten cents per acre for eight million acres. “This ridiculously low sum was supposed to help the Indians become entirely self-supporting by the end of ten years. The government hired a farmer, carpenter, blacksmith and miller to assist and train the Indians.”

A. Losing Ground: Allotment and the U.S. Supreme Court 1975

DeCoteau Decision

The pressure of land-hungry Whites followed the Sisseton and Wahpeton to their new reservation in Dakota Territory. In the late 1800s, Whites continued to encroach onto reservation lands repeating the situations that occurred in Minnesota. Some cattle ranchers were using Indian land for grazing, although they were supposed to leave in the winter, they did not always and were actually living on reservation land. Because of non-Indians living illegally on a small strip at the eastern edge of the reservation, the boundary line was moved and this land was eliminated from the reservation.
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On the national level, the U.S. Congress on February 8, 1887, passed significant legislation authorizing the U.S. President to determine the reserved lands of a Tribe available for allotment, and the sale of the “surplus lands” remaining after the allotments were divided up.\(^{196}\) This was the General Allotment Act, commonly referred to as the Dawes Act.\(^ {197}\) Senator Henry Dawes was one of the architects of the allotment law and had led a prior effort in the House of Representatives to politically halt the ability of further treaties with Tribes. The 1871 rider to an appropriations bill provided: “That hereafter no Indian nation or tribe within the territory of the United States shall be acknowledged or recognized as an independent nation, tribe, or power with whom the United States may contract by treaty . . . .”\(^{198}\) This national effort to divide up tribal lands and no longer enter into treaties with Tribal Nations would soon impact the Sisseton and Wahpeton on the Lake Traverse Reservation.

As White pressure from settlers, railroads, and government officials was exerted on the Sisseton-Wahpeton tribal leadership, the Indian legislature established on the reservation at first rejected all negotiations due to the unpaid amounts that the U.S. government still owed.\(^ {199}\) Further pressure resulted in a draft agreement to allot reservation lands in 1889 and value the sale of surplus lands at $2.50 per acre, although the lands were actually worth $5 to $10 per acre.\(^ {200}\) This negotiation included the payment of the old claim, which amounted to $700,000 owed by the U.S. government, but this amount was later reduced.\(^ {201}\) The allotment agreement was delayed by those in opposition to the provisions, notably the recognized chief of the Sisseton-Wahpeton, TiWakan (Gabriel Renville).\(^ {202}\)

\(^{196}\) Act of Feb. 8, 1887, ch. 119, § 5, 24 Stat. 388, 389–90. “An act to provide for the allotment of lands in severalty to Indians on the various reservations, and to extend the protection of the laws of the United States and the Territories over the Indians, and for other purposes.” § 1, 24 Stat. at 388.

\(^{197}\) See Emily Greenwald, General Allotment Act (Dawes Act) of 1887, in 1 Encyclopedia of United States Indian Policy and Law 336–37 (Paul Finkelman & Tim Alan Garrison eds., 2009).


\(^{199}\) See Black Thunder et al., supra note 2, at 69.
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As crops failed and hunger conditions set in on the Lake Traverse Reservation, more consensus was gained to enter into an agreement with the U.S. government for the selling of surplus lands to bring in needed funds for families. In 1891, the agreement was ratified by the U.S. Congress and allotment began on the reservation. The preamble to the agreement began with a recitation of the provisions of the General Allotment and then stated a summary of the purpose of the Act intended by the Sisseton-Wahpeton as follows:

Whereas the Sisseton and Wahpeton bands of Dakota or Sioux Indians are desirous of disposing of a portion of the land set apart and reserved to them by the third article of the treaty of February nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, between them and the United States, and situated partly in the State of North Dakota and partly in the State of South Dakota . . . .

Allotment parcels previously made were increased to reach 160 acres, which was the amount under the new agreement. Children under the age of twenty-one were to be allotted forty-acre parcels. A trust period of twenty-five years was imposed by the U.S. government and declared Indians incompetent under the law to stop land sales. After allotments, the remaining lands were to be purchased by the U.S. government at $2.50 per acre, which would lead to opening the reservation to White settlers. The scouts’ payments were included under the agreement as a per capita payment of $376,578.37.

The flow of whiskey onto the reservation impacted the tribal members when the payments came in under the allotment agreement. “Whiskey was relatively easy to obtain now that white settlers were everywhere and towns had sprung up; the agent reported in the fall of 1891 that the agency jail had been well filled for a time after the payment of annuities.” Whites were ready to
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flood the reservation as soon as the official announcement was made that lands were available.

The official opening of the reservation to Whites occurred on April 15, 1892. At noon “the opening shots were fired, and the people situated on each section and half section lines on each side of the reservation poured into the reservation lands to establish claims.”

The town of Sisseton was set out as a township on the very same day. Along with the loss of the unallotted lands, the Sisseton and Wahpeton often sold their allotments in times of hardship. An amendment was passed to the General Allotment Act in 1906 called the Burke Act, which permitted Indian agents to declare allottees competent and, therefore, able to sell their allotments. This led to a further loss of lands on the reservation.

Between the passage of the act in May, 1906, and September 1, 1907, thirty-one applications for patents had been favorably acted upon, and the only reason there were not more was that the Sisseton agent and his clerks were so weighted down with paper work connected with farming and grazing leases and the sales of inherited and non-competent lands that they were unable to process the applications as fast as they were presented.

By the 1910s and 1920s, the Indian agents allowed large-scale leasing of the lands to Whites and approved the selling of thousands of acres every year. “By 1910, some 20,000 acres had been sold, usually bringing a price of about $14 an acre. In the next few decades land continued to be sold at a fast rate; there were usually at least 3,000 acres a year sold.”

White racism continued to be a factor during this time as well on the Lake Traverse Reservation.

Except for their willingness to sell moonshine to the Indians, lease their lands (illegally if possible), and buy up the farms of those who had been issued patents, the white people on and around the Sisseton Reservation were not inclined to have much to do with their Indian neighbors. Although the Indians were permitted to vote and to sit on
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juries, many whites were prejudiced against them as a race because of the laziness and shiftlessness of a few.\textsuperscript{217} This racism even extended to the sentiment that the Sisseton-Wahpeton children not be admitted to area public schools and the inaction on the part of White local officials to prosecute crimes against or by Sisseton-Wahpeton people.\textsuperscript{218} Racism, combined with lack of opportunity in tribal communities and continued Bureau of Indian Affairs control,\textsuperscript{219} contributed further to poverty and social ills throughout the 1900s up through the 1960s and 1970s. “The decline continued over the years and in 1958 the tribe was listed as the poorest in the country with a per capita wealth of $19.12.”\textsuperscript{220}

In the 1970s, the Sisseton-Wahpeton were yet to experience an even greater sense of injustice at the hands of the Whites, this time regarding the homeland established at the Lake Traverse Reservation. South Dakota state public employees, particularly social workers and law enforcement, during this time aggressively dealt with Sisseton-Wahpeton families and peoples. Two separate court actions challenging the authority of state employees on the Lake Traverse Reservation would have devastating consequences for the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples. \textit{United States ex rel. Feather v. Erickson}\textsuperscript{221} involved the claims of ten Sisseton-Wahpeton men who had been arrested on the Lake Traverse Reservation by state law enforcement, convicted in state courts, and sentenced to terms in state prisons. The Eighth Circuit ruled that the boundaries of the Lake Traverse Reservation had not changed since 1867, and the state courts lacked jurisdiction to prosecute crimes by tribal members on the reservation.\textsuperscript{222} In holding that the U.S. Congress had not indicated a clear intent to disestablish the reservation, the Eighth Circuit reversed its prior ruling\textsuperscript{223} in the 1963 \textit{DeMarrias v. State of South Dakota}\textsuperscript{224} case, which had held that the crime
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committed within the reservation boundaries was subject to state
domain and not Indian country.\footnote{225}{Id. at 847.}

The second case involved a challenge to South Dakota’s
domain by a mother seeking to recover her two young boys who

\textit{DeCoteau v. District Country Court}\footnote{227}{420 U.S. 425 (1975).} progressed through the South Dakota state courts and upon reaching the U.S. Supreme Court was consolidated with the appeal by South Dakota of the Eighth Circuit’s \textit{Feather} decision. The U.S. Supreme Court in the \textit{DeCoteau} decision held that the “1891 Act terminated the Lake Traverse Reservation, and that consequently the state courts have jurisdiction over conduct on non-Indian lands within the 1867 reservation borders.”\footnote{228}{Id. at 428.}

Thus, one hundred eight years after the creation of the reservation for the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples, the land holding was reduced to whatever trust allotments still existed, and the reservation boundaries were held to be terminated. According to the tribal laws of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate,\footnote{229}{The Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate officially dropped “Sioux Tribe” in a referendum vote in November of 2002. See JOHN HENRY GLOVER, TRIBAL SOVEREIGNS OF SOUTH DAKOTA: A DESCRIPTION OF CONTEMPORARY SIOUX GOVERNMENTS 77 (2005).}

tribal jurisdiction still exists to the full extent of the 1867 boundaries in both civil and criminal cases.\footnote{230}{See SISSETON-WAHPETON OYATE CODE §§ 20-01-02, -02-02, -02-07 (1996).}

The continued coercion for land cession agreements by the United States from the 1851 Treaty to the 1891 allotment agreement of the Lake Traverse Reservation are in violation of the basic recognition of the right of Indigenous peoples to live in and own their homelands. The 1975 \textit{DeCoteau} decision by the U.S. Supreme Court is another branch of
the U.S. government acting to further dispossess the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples of their reserved homeland at Lake Traverse and subject them to the mercy of the state authorities who have exhibited racism throughout the history of White interaction in the area.

B. Poverty and Inadequate Quality of Life: Wintertime Continues

Turning to an examination of the quality of life experienced by the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples, from the late 1800s, poverty and hunger have been constant factors in the lives of the peoples. This has been attributed to the refugee status imposed through the U.S. Indian policy of locating the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples on small parcels of land not well suited to farming or other industry and depriving the peoples of the traditional ways of providing food for their families. Few inroads have been made to curb the poverty at the Lake Traverse Reservation or for other tribal communities across mid-North America.

1. Income Data and Poverty Indicators: Continued Refugee Status for Many

The quality of life for the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples is difficult to detail because reliable data is next to nonexistent. In recent years, the U.S. Census Bureau issued a publication, Tribal Governments Liaison Handbook, which provided that from 1890 to 1950 “[c]ensus-takers mainly use[d] observation to identify American Indians and Alaska Natives.”231 The U.S. Census Bureau statistics from an April 1995 report of the U.S. Census Bureau on Housing of American Indians on Reservations—Equipment and Fuels232 demonstrated that American Indian households lacked full kitchen amenities and were without basic telephone services. On the Lake Traverse Reservation, 50.5% of American Indian households lacked basic telephone services and 0.9% lacked full kitchen amenities (refrigeration, sink with drain pipe, etc.).
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On the Annie E. Casey Foundation website, census data is summarized in tables for the populations on the Lake Traverse Reservation based on the 2000 U.S. Census.\footnote{234} This website indicated that 44.9\% of the American Indian population under the age of eighteen on the Lake Traverse Reservation was living in poverty in 2000.\footnote{235} In addition, the median family income in 1999, as reported in the 2000 census for American Indian families, was $20,662 from a sample size of 727 families.\footnote{236} This median was approximately $17,500 below the median for White families with a sample size of 1908 families and approximately $6000 below the median for families of two or more races with a sample size of 34.\footnote{237} The 2010 Census Demographic Profile for the Lake Traverse Reservation reported 4393 American Indians out of a total population of 10,992 inhabitants.\footnote{238} Thus, the American Indian population, logically composed of primarily Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples, is outnumbered by Whites and experiences a much lower annual income than Whites on their own reservation.

In 2003, the Bureau of Indian Affairs released a report on the American Indian Labor Force.\footnote{239} According to this report, the number of Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples on or near the Lake Traverse Reservation available for work was 7135, and of that number, only 1250 were employed.\footnote{240} Therefore, the unemployment rate in 2003 was 82\%.\footnote{241} Additionally, the percentage of those employed who still remained below the poverty level was 33\%.\footnote{242}

These statistics demonstrate that a sizeable portion of the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples are living in poverty on the Lake
Traverse Reservation, a legacy that has continued for over 133 years since the reservation was established. On the national level, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights released a report in July 2003 on the quality of life experienced by Native Americans.\(^{243}\)

Native Americans have a lower life expectancy—nearly six years less—and higher disease occurrence than other racial/ethnic groups. Roughly 13 percent of Native American deaths occur among those under the age of 25, a rate three times more than that of the total U.S. population. Native American youth are more than twice as likely to commit suicide, and nearly 70 percent of all suicidal acts in Indian Country involve alcohol. Native Americans are 670 percent more likely to die from alcoholism, 650 percent more likely to die from tuberculosis, 318 percent more likely to die from diabetes, and 204 percent more likely to suffer accidental death when compared with other groups. These disparities exist because of disproportionate poverty, poor education, cultural differences, and the absence of adequate health service delivery in most Native communities.\(^{244}\)

These dismal statistics demonstrate the inhumane treatment Indigenous peoples in the United States receive when they remain in their homelands and maintain their collective status. Health services are inadequate, economic opportunities are inadequate in tribal communities for a variety of reasons that are related to the government control still exerted, and the quality of life overall does not meet the standard experienced by others in the country.

2. Poverty Consequences: Substance Abuse and Incarceration Rates

In conjunction with poverty, there are attendant ills that people experience.\(^ {245}\) For the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples, a host of social ills continues to persistent on the Lake Traverse Reservation. Many of the Dakota, Lakota, and Nakota peoples living on


\(^{244}\) Id. at 34–35 (footnotes omitted).

reservations in South Dakota have experienced this ongoing refugee status.

Several of these Indian reservations have experienced “persistent poverty”—a condition of longstanding and chronic economic distress meaning that poverty has become a way of life for generations of Indian families. When a child is born into a family that has been wretchedly deprived for generations, the child inherits a poverty of spirit as well. The family’s constant struggle to subsist has inherently changed the way he looks at the world. The physical and mental strain of poverty, as well as the constant and pervasive government presence in a person’s daily life, be it the tribe, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, or the state or county authorities, often trigger rebellious behavior, which in turn leads to confrontations with law enforcement and the courts.246

The confrontation with state law enforcement on the Lake Traverse Reservation and the criticism of officers of the local state courts has been a constant refrain by the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples for decades. The Lake Traverse Reservation spans across five counties in South Dakota and two counties in North Dakota, leading to interactions with a variety of state officials in both states.247

In 1999, several high-profile homicide cases with Native American victims in South Dakota involving lack of prosecution by state and federal officials led to the state of South Dakota’s Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights holding a series of forums.248 The resulting report of the Advisory Committee contained testimony from tribal members from many of the nine reservations in the state, including the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate of the Lake Traverse Reservation.249 Concerns were raised in relation to the Roberts County court officials and law enforcement, a county in the middle of the upper portion of the Lake Traverse Reservation.250
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In 1999 Roberts County South Dakota officials retained an outside firm to prepare a feasibility study of current and future needs of the county’s jail. The firm’s November 1999 report, *Justice Center Planning: Roberts County*, states that over the past 6 years, 75–85 percent of the county’s inmates were Native American. According to the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe, tribal members make up only 23 percent of the Roberts County population.\(^{251}\)

Testimony from Sisseton-Wahpeton people included discussion of the disproportionate rates of being pulled over by state law enforcement,\(^ {252}\) and the higher likelihood of disproportion rates of arrest due to the patrolling routes of state law enforcement through areas frequented by tribal members. One Sisseton-Wahpeton mother spoke about her son’s death after a pickup truck driven by a young, White man hit him. Even though a state grand jury indicted the driver on vehicular homicide, DUI, a probation violation, and underage consumption, the state prosecutor requested the judge throw out all charges except the DUI and probation violation. “The driver ‘got absolutely nothing for the death of my son,’ she told the Committee.”\(^ {253}\)

Another parent, a Sisseton-Wahpeton father, spoke of the unfair sentencing of his daughter after she took responsibility for breaking the law.\(^ {254}\) The young woman had just turned eighteen and was driving while intoxicated when she hit someone with her vehicle. Thereafter she pled guilty to vehicular homicide.\(^ {255}\) The court sentenced her to fourteen years in the South Dakota State Penitentiary for Women; the maximum sentence permitted was fifteen years.\(^ {256}\)

Melanie’s sentence was nearly 3 times more severe than any other sentence handed down in the circuit for a comparable offense, [Melanie’s father] discovered. The harshest sentence for vehicular manslaughter or homicide was 5 years, and some defendants served no time at all, he said. The only female defendant among the 10 cases pled
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guilty to vehicular homicide, like Melanie, but received a suspended sentence of 5 years, he added.\textsuperscript{257}

Steps have been taken by tribal officials to assist with the high rates of substance abuse. In a 2007 Final Report on the SWO Indian Alcohol Substance Abuse Program (IASAP) demonstration project submitted by the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate to the U.S. Department of Justice, tribal officials and project researchers reported relevant tribal statistics as follows\textsuperscript{258}:

\textit{The Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate Tribe}

According to the U.S. Census, the SWO tribal population in 2000 was 12,063; median age was 24.5. Over 59 percent of the households reported youth living at home under 18 years of age. Data from a special tribal census conducted in 2003 indicate that over 60 percent of the tribe lived in poverty, and 40 percent are unemployed. Alcohol abuse, lack of jobs, lack of job skills, and lack of education are cited as major barriers to employment.\textsuperscript{259}

An application for the project was motivated due to events from 2001 to 2003 when “the community became alarmed when ten young adults, ages 15–24, died (eight in a two week period) in alcohol-related motor vehicle accidents. The devastation spurred the SWO tribal government and programs to form a task force to explore ways to address this problem.”\textsuperscript{260} From the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate’s Health Care Center data from 2007, it was reported that “for 2000 and 2005, 32 SWO youth were hospitalized or treated for AOD [alcohol and other drug] problems, 50 children and youth (ages 5–18) were treated or hospitalized as a result of motor vehicle accidents” demonstrating a high rate of health issues from both substance use and motor vehicle collisions.\textsuperscript{261}

As the reports highlighted in this section illustrate, the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples are not enjoying a high quality of life, for the most part. Income data indicated that unrelenting poverty
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plagues the tribal communities on the Lake Traverse Reservation. Unemployment rates are far beyond the national average. A sense of injustice continues to permeate Dakota-White relations and is perceived as having a contemporary impact on the incarceration and prosecution of Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples disproportionately. Alcohol and drug abuse has been passed from one generation to the next and jeopardizes the lives of tribal youth. Thus, human rights violations continue to be perpetrated against the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples and documented, but no remedies have been offered.

V. INDIGENOUS HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE SWO IN RELATIONSHIP WITH THE U.S.: LOOKING FORWARD TO SPRINGTIME

On the international level, Indigenous peoples experiencing human rights violations have demanded that nation-states evolve their human rights standards to provide for collective rights. At the 1977 Geneva Conference, where Indigenous peoples from the Western Hemisphere gathered, Indigenous leaders testified as to the legal oppression impacting the ability of Indigenous peoples to exist in their traditional forms.

The tone of the testimony and related documentation is best expressed by those delegates who said: We have exhausted all legal means—the existing laws, courts, commissions of inquiry, etc.—on the national level, and that is why we have come to the international arena, to the non-governmental organizations of the United Nations, for urgent cooperation.

The legal systems and institutions of the various American States have never taken into account the indigenous peoples and nations, thus serving the interests of the dominant society exclusively.

Legal discrimination as a means of exploitation is institutionalized in all states, forcing indigenous peoples to participate in legal structures and systems of law which are most often detrimental to their interests. This form of

discrimination is disguised variously in public policy as “assimilation,” “integration,” “incorporation,” etc.\textsuperscript{264}

A thirty-year drafting process led to the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN DRIP), adopted by the U.N. General Assembly on September 13, 2007.\textsuperscript{265} The vote on the adoption was 144 in favor, eleven abstaining, and four opposed (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States of America).\textsuperscript{266} In 2010, U.S. President Barack Obama announced that the United States would support the UN DRIP\textsuperscript{267} and thus was the last nation-state casting a favoring vote to reverse its position.\textsuperscript{268}

Applying the provisions of the UN DRIP to the relationship between the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate and the United States of America would significantly alleviate much of the oppression being experienced by the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples. A first step would be to address the status of the final homelands of the Sisseton-Wahpeton Dakota, the Lake Traverse Reservation. From the Treaty of 1851 to the present, the land rights of the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples have been uncertain and misrepresented. The U.N. Declaration sets forth in Article 26 a strong statement on the rights of Indigenous peoples to own their lands.

\textit{Article 26}

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.

2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{264} Int’l Indian Treaty Council, \textit{supra} note 262, at 20–21.
\textsuperscript{266} See \textit{History is Made for Indigenous Peoples at United Nations!}, INT’L INDIAN TREATY COUNCIL 1 (Sept. 16, 2007), http://treatycouncil.info/PDF/IITCPR_DRIP091607FINALcWEB.pdf.
\end{flushright}
traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.

3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned. 269

Applying the guidance of Article 26, the U.S. Congress should acknowledge and re-establish the reservation boundaries of the Lake Traverse Reservation, thus, connecting federal recognition to tribal recognition. 270 With full tribal jurisdiction in the 1867 boundaries acknowledged by the U.S. government, the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate’s government can begin a strengthened program of repurchasing lands within the boundaries and consolidating the land base for further economic development and as a homeland for future generations.

Another pertinent article of the UN DRIP is Article 28, 271 which provides that there should be established a just means to redress lands that have been taken from Indigenous peoples. This is another avenue that would benefit the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate in reclaiming the land within the 1867 boundaries and having the boundaries re-acknowledged. From the restoration of the boundaries, many positives would flow and assist in remedying the human rights injuries endured by the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples.

The friction and racial hatred directed against the Sisseton-Wahpeton men, women, and children, noted throughout the past century, is an ongoing source of conflict that must be dealt with. 272 One of the best ways to deal with racial hatred is through providing humanitarian education and accurate historical information. 273

270.  See EagleWoman, supra note 226, at 261.
273.  For example, the Lac du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior Chippewa filed for an injunction against an anti-tribal group called Stop Treaty Abuse—Wisconsin and its leadership after the group repeatedly sought to interfere with tribal treaty rights to spearfish. Lac du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. Stop Treaty Abuse—Wisconsin, 843 F. Supp. 1284, 1285 (W.D. Wis. 1994). These incidents were held to be racially motivated and the court decision contained detailed accounts of the hateful slurs and actions aimed at the tribal citizens. Id. at 1288–89. With the district court granting an injunction against the group, behaviors were modified towards the tribal citizens. Id. at 1295.
Article 2 of the UN DRIP provides, “Indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal to all other peoples and individuals and have the right to be free from any kind of discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that based on their indigenous origin or identity.”

The propaganda program that the United States has provided through U.S. history books, archives, judicial opinions, and national myths serves to keep tribal peoples silenced, disempowered, and a source of national ridicule.

Articles 12, 13, 14, and 15 of the UN DRIP all speak to the right of Indigenous peoples to engage in culturally appropriate
education, \(^{279}\) to transmit their knowledge to future generations, \(^{280}\) to establish culturally relevant educational institutions, \(^{281}\) and to have their histories correctly provided publicly. \(^{282}\) Article 31 also calls for Indigenous peoples to have the right to control their expressions and images, including in sports. \(^{283}\) In terms of the misrepresentation and propaganda causing negative impacts in tribal communities between Whites and Natives, Article 15 expressly provides:

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity of their cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations which shall be appropriately reflected in education and public information.

2. States shall take effective measures, in consultation and cooperation with the indigenous peoples concerned, to combat prejudice and eliminate discrimination and to promote tolerance, understanding and good relations among indigenous peoples and all other segments of society.

The Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples and all Indigenous peoples in mid-North America would be greatly served by the United States following Article 15, Section 2. When there is just governmental action and policy by the United States, it will lead to just action and attitudes by U.S. citizens. As long as the institutions and agencies of the U.S. government fail to provide correct and accurate historical and contemporary information on the status and laws that control American Indians, U.S. citizens, and in particular White citizens, will continue to believe in their racial superiority based on the myths and propaganda currently being circulated.

One of the ways forward for the United States to begin to reconcile the U.N. Declaration and herald in a new springtime with the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate and all Tribal Nations would be to fulfill the solemn treaty promises entered into. Article 37 directly
addresses the rights of Indigenous peoples to hold nation-states to those types of solemn promises.

   Article 37
   1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the recognition, observance and enforcement of treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements concluded with States or their successors and to have States honour and respect such treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements.

For springtime to return to the lives of the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples, a reconciliation needs to occur with the United States of America. The U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provides a path to that reconciliation. Article 37 is crucial to such a path as it would allow the Dakota to begin to trust in the U.S. government, if the United States honored and respected the treaties and agreements entered into.

With the United States honoring its word, the Sisseton-Wahpeton Oyate would be on a new footing with security in the Lake Traverse Reservation as the peoples’ homeland. By the U.S. government demonstrating good faith towards the SWO, U.S. citizens would begin to follow suit as well. Truth telling and accurate historical materials in line with Article 15 of the U.N. Declaration would possibly provide greater understanding concerning the actions of the Dakota, the U.S. government, and White settlers. The SWO would have an opportunity to heal from the forced refugee status that began with the 1851 Treaty, set off the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862, and has continued in the poverty conditions experienced by the peoples on the Lake Traverse Reservation. The long wintertime of the Sisseton-Wahpeton peoples enduring ongoing human rights violations is overdue to give way to a fresh new springtime with the peoples of the United States. By righting past wrongs, the United States will allow the healing to begin.

285.  Id. at 10.